Abstract. In this paper the new method for automatic segmentation of cup and optic disc in fundus eye images taken from classical fundus camera is proposed. The proposed method is fully based on techniques from mathematical morphology. Detection of cup region makes use of watershed transformation with markers imposed, while optic disk is extracted based on geodesic reconstruction by dilation. The obtained results are encouraging.
Introduction
Glaucoma is a group of diseases characterized by the proceeding optic nerve neuropathy which leads to the rising diminution in vision field, ending with blindness. The correct optic disk (i.e. the exit of the optic nerve from the eye known as "blind spot") structure contains: neuroretinal rim of pink color and centrally placed yellowish cup [5] . The shape of the optic disc is more or less circular, interrupted by the outgoing vessels. Its size varies from patient to patient. Its diameter lies between 40 and 60 piksels on 640x480 color photographs. The cup is the area within the optic disc where no nerve fibers and blood vessels are present and in 3D image appears as an excavation. The neuroretinal rim is the area between optic disc border and cup border.
Glaucomatous changes in retina appearance embrace various changes in neuroretinal rim and cup, as the result of nerve fibers damages.
Optic disc structures evaluation is one of the most important examinations in glaucoma progress monitoring and diagnosis. Searching for glaucoma damages during routine examination is not an easy task and gives uncertain results even with the experienced ophthalmologist [5] . The existing methods of qualitative analysis are very subjective, while quantitative methods of optic disc morphology evaluation (cup to disc ratio, neuroretinal rim area) do not result in full diagnosis. The new, quantitative methods based on scanning-laser-tomography are expensive and accessible only in specialized ophthalmic centers.
Thus, there is a need for cheaper and more objective methods that enable automatic classification of digital fundus eye images (fei) into normal and glaucomatous ones. The first, but most important step in all such methods is automatic segmentation of optic disc structures from fei.
In the existing approaches to automatic segmentation of fei for supporting glaucoma examinations researchers focused on the detection of the optic disk. These methods make use of Hough transform [8] , active contours [6] , tools from mathematical morphology [12] .
In [4] important proofs that shape of the eye cup and its numerical characteristics correlate with progress of glaucoma disease were presented.
As far as we know, no automatic method for the segmentation of cup from fei has been reported. This paper presents the new method for automatic segmentation of cup region as well as optic disc from fei taken from classical fundus camera. The proposed method is fully based on techniques from mathematical morphology: mainly watershed transformation and geodesic reconstruction.
Some Grey-Level Morphological Operators
In this section we briefly define the basic morphological operators used in this paper (for a comprehensive presentation see [1, 11] 
Furthermore, we define another image known as a structuring element B:
We will restrict to flat, symmetric structuring elements B. We can now write the four basic morphological operators: erosion, dilation, opening and closing as:
Symmetric, morphological gradient of an image f can be defined as:
Furthermore, we shall define geodesic transformation of an image f : geodesic erosion and dilation of size n:
reconstruction by dilation and reconstruction by erosion:
where
) is the limit which is obtained by iterating unit geodesic erosion of f above (under) g until stability is reached, i.e.:
Furthermore, we shall make use of the watershed transformation, for which we do not give a mathematical definition here.
Detection of Cup Region Based on Watershed Transformation

The Color Space
Having compared several color spaces, we found the contours of the cup region to appear most continuous and most contrasted against the background in the a channel of the Lab color space [3] (image f a - Fig. 1a ).
Pre-processing
First, we apply a shade-correction operator in order to remove slow background variations. Thus, we calculate:
where k is a positive constant and
is the result of alternating sequential filtering of f a with n sufficiently large to remove the cup. This is the approximation of the slow variations of the background of image f a .
Next, the image f 1 a is filtered in order to eliminate large grey level variations within a cup region caused by the outgoing vessels. We "fill" the vessels by applying a simple closing operation:
with a structuring element B bigger than the maximal width of vessels -we use a circle with a radius 15. The result is shown in Fig. 1b. 
Finding Markers for Watershed Transformation
To automatically find the internal marker, we first localize approximately the cup region. As we know approximately the size of the cup, and assuming that parts of the cup region belong to the darkest parts of the image f 2 a , we apply a simple global thresholding:
to obtain a binary image f 3 a . The parameter t1 is chosen based on a cumulative histogram in a way that 2% of the darkest pixels will be considered as objects. The image f 3 a contains cup region as well as other pathologies, like for example exudates. They are not very big, and they are far from reaching the size of the cup. Hence, we select the biggest particle of the image f 
The calculated centroid c(x c , y c ) is taken as the internal marker m int for watershed transformation. As external marker m ext we use a circle C cup (c, r cup ) with a center at the calculated centroid c and a radius r cup bigger than the diameter of the biggest cup (see Fig. 1d ).
Watershed Transformation
In order to detect exact contours of the cup region, we apply the classical watershed transformation:
to the morphological gradient of the filtered image f 
Post-processing
The shape irregularities in the segmentation result are due to the outgoing vessels or to low contrast. We can regularize the shape of the contour using standard morphological filtering techniques, i.e. smoothing by binary opening-closing operations of the resulted cup region. The final segmentation result is shown in Fig.  1f. 
Detection of the Optic Disc Using Geodesic Reconstruction
Having compared several color spaces, we found that the contours of the optic disc are most contrasted against the background in the G channel of the RGB color space (Fig. 2a -image f G ) . Finding the contours of the optic disc is based on the morphological reconstruction by dilation of the image f G :
starting from a properly constructed marker image g(x) (Fig. 2b )
where C disc (c, r disc ) is a circle with a center, being the centroid c(x c , y c ) calculated during cup region detection (as described in the previous section), and a radius r disc equal to a radius of a typical optic disc. This circle is a candidate region comprising the optic disc inside. All the pixels in a marker image g(x) which are comprised in a circle C disc (c, r disc ) are set to zero (means black). The reconstruction operator propagates the values of f G (x) of pixels x next to the circle into the circle by the successive geodesic dilation under the mask f G . As optic disc is entirely comprised within the circle, it is completely removed, whereas regions that are not entirely comprised in the circle are nearly entirely reconstructed. Next, a simple thresholding operation is applied to the difference between the original image f G and the reconstructed image f
The threshold T t2 has been experimentally set so as to differentiate between optic disc region and the rest of the image. To avoid influence of the vessels in the image f 2 G (Fig. 2e) , the binary closing operation is performed on the image f 2 G which gives the result -the optic disc region. Its contour is shown in Fig. 2f imposed on the input image. 
Results and Conclusions
We tested the algorithm on 50-ty images of size 640x480 that have not been used for the development of the algorithm. The images were taken from the Canon CF-60Uvi fundus-camera. In 48 images we could found exact cup and disc contours. However in two images the contrast was to low, the algorithm failed and the result was not acceptable. It is important to note that the contours of the cup and optic disc obtained as a result of the presented segmentation methods coincide with the contours marked by an ophthalmologist. The results of using the presented method are very encouraging. 
